Whale Tricks

Cut out each piece and stack them in size order (cover on top, longest piece on bottom). Write or paste about the trick on each piece.

- Breaching
  - “Jumping” high and slapping the water

- Lobtailing
spyhopping

Sticking the tail out of the water, swinging it around, then slapping the water with it.

Poking the head out and turning around like they’re “spying.”

logging

Floating at the surface with part of the head or back showing above the water.
Vocabulary

Write the word from the box that best fits the definition onto the whales. Stack and staple them and add them to your lapbook.

- baleen
- echolocation
- melon
- migrate
- pod

Whale Vocabulary

A family of whales.

How toothed whales navigate by sending out a sound and allowing it to bounce back.

Move from one place to another.

A sieve-like part that filters plankton from the water.

A fat-filled organ in the whale’s head.